**COMMON NAME**: Mouse

**PICTURE**:  

---

**CLASS**: Mammalia  
**ORDER**: Rodentia  
**SUBORDER**:  
**FAMILY**: Muridae  
**SUBFAMILY**: Murinae  
**GENUS**: Mus  
**SPECIES**:  
**SUBSPECIES**:  

---

**MEASUREMENTS (μm)**  
- Head Length: 9.50  
- Head Width: 3.00  
- Midpiece Length:  
- Tail Length: 117.00  
- Measure Total: 126.50  

---

**NOTES**: Could not distinguish the midpiece from the tail so the tail measurement includes the tail and midpiece.

---

* Pictures are not to scale *  
* All Photos are property of the San Diego Zoo except those credited in the notes.

---